
METRO REGION - 30th January 2017 
The good weather on Australia day provided some good opportunities for several anglers venturing both 
offshore and shore based. Jock Dunkley ventured out to Direction bank and captured a nice Dhufish 
along with baldchin groper. He also encountered some Bluefin tuna as he noticed some birds working in 
the area on his way back in. Blue fin tuna have also been found right along the 3 mile reef - birds working 
the bait schools are usually a very good sign.
MACKEREL AND SALMON
There have been a few reports of some mackerel action starting to happen. Brodie from our Cockburn 
store reports of mackies coming from the Ammo Jetty. There are also reports of salmon coming from the 
same place along with the North Mole This should hopefully start seeing some more reports of action 
coming on a regular basis. It’s worth a try trolling some Classic Bluewater and Halco Laser Pro Lures 
whilst moving spots in between demersal fishing or on the way out and back in to the boat ramp.
DHUFISH, TUNA AND BALDIES
The crew on Mindarie Charters have done very well lately also on most of the demersal species with 
some good sized Dhufish caught on a regular basis. They too have managed a few Tuna on some days 
out. Dhufish have been found right along the metro area but most have been found in waters deeper 
than 30 metres. Baldchin Groper and Breaksea Cod have also been caught in similar depths but are 
easier to find in water closer in.
Shore based anglers have found tailor right along the coast but a lot are on the smaller “chopper” size.
TAILOR
Hillarys Marina rock wall has been a hot spot for tailor on the seabreeze. Some Tailor to 1KG have come 
from areas around Cottesloe and Swanbourne. It is worthwhile this time of the year to find some gutters 
in the area and putting in some decent hours after should see efforts rewarded with Mulloway. Tailor 
have also been caught in the river on both stickbaits, metal slices and baits. The Halco twisty is as reliable 
as ever whether casting into bait schools or trolling behind a boat or kayak.
We also have Shimano Waxwings on sale at 3 for $10. These normally retail at $19.95 each and are 
dynamite on Tailor. Herring catches have also improved along the coast with most rock walls producing 
early mornings. Bonito have also made an appearance in Cockburn Sound and the odd report from 
Mindarie Marina.
SWAN RIVER AND CRABBING
Action in the Swan River has slowed a little although crabbing has seen some very good reports. We 
currently have scoops on sale for $15 and if you want to keep your hands free, we also have headlamps 
starting at $5 with a good range in stock. These work a treat when crabbing and are a good investment 
for trouble free success.
Karrakatta Bank is worth a try for flatties and you may encounter the odd flounder also. Yellowfin whiting 
are found mostly down river with places such as the Red Herring and Left Bank the places to try. There 
should also be a few flatties in that area also. Lures are the preferred option in the river as Blowies 
become a nuisance when using baits.
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